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The world's largest and tallest escape room has arrived in Orlando, and believe it or not, you won't find this new attraction at any of Florida's favorite theme parks. Visitors looking to engage in ...
This Florida Hotel Is Offering the World's Largest and Tallest Escape Room Experience
Mainz, uses Liebherr LR 1600/2 crawler in confined conditions to complete railway bridge build in Baden-Württemberg. Liebherr LR 1600/2 completes confined bridge build. Baden-Württemberg, bridge, ...
Liebherr LR 1600/2 completes confined bridge build
In the market for a new, cozy, sustainable and mobile place to live? The Bemidji State University Technology, Art and Design department might have just the right thing.
Bemidji State prepares to sell student-built tiny house to fund scholarship
The recent floods claimed many lives in Germany and Belgium but left the Netherlands relatively unscathed. DW's Bernd Riegert reports on what the country has done to reduce flood risks.
The Netherlands gears for future with flood-control project
As the pace and ambition of space exploration accelerates, preventing Earth-born organisms from hitching a ride has become more urgent than ever ...
Safe space: the cosmic importance of planetary quarantine
The Ozark Empire Fair hosts thousands of visitors from around Missouri, but only 35% of its county is vaccinated and Covid-19 cases are on the rise.
A Missouri hospital just hit its all-time high for Covid cases. But the county fair that attracts thousands won't be canceled
The Ozark Empire Fair hosts thousands of visitors from around Missouri, but only 35% of its county is vaccinated and Covid-19 cases are on the rise.
Missouri hospital just hit its all-time high for Covid cases. But the county fair that attracts thousands won't be canceled
When our society loses its ability to discern what is true, and we can no longer agree on basic facts, then we subsequently lose our ability to think critically about ...
Opinion: Help democracy thrive; look away from Facebook and Twitter
To the next generation of dreamers, if we can do this, just imagine what you can do.' Without wishing to dampen Sir Richard's excitement, I wonder if the view from space is all it's cracked up to be?
CRAIG BROWN: Space tourism? It will never give me a Buzz
In the film Beetlejuice, death is exaggeration. To die is to become a different size, to be viewed as grotesque by an outside observer.
The Handbook for the Recently Deceased
British PM Boris Johnson is expected to urge caution on Monday as he confirms intentions to lift practically all remaining COVID-19 limitations in England ...
UK PM Johnson Warns 'pandemic Not Over' Amid Plans To Lift Complete COVID Restrictions
China's Communist government is said to have built 347 compounds that resemble detention camps in Xinjiang in the far west of the country - with space for 1,014,883 prisoners.
China has built enough detention camp space to detain one million Uighur Muslims at once, shocking probe reveals
Copper items were targeted in a crime discovered Tuesday on Market Street, according to Mount Airy Police Department reports.
Police reports
Superficially, in the phrase made famous by Lemony Snicket, it’s all just “a series of unfortunate events” — no more than a very nasty coincidence that the latest wave of the pandemic should happen at ...
The World’s Cascade of Disasters Is Not a Coincidence
NASA, the United States space agency is now closely monitoring this space body, and it is expected to fly through the earth's orbit safely on July 24. Despite the close proximity to the earth, the ...
Asteroid warning: 220 meter space rock heading towards earth's orbit, NASA confirms
Indianapolis’ newest publicly company, Point Biopharma Inc., is the latest player in a field expected to see explosive growth as doctors and researchers look for new ways to shrink tumors.
Cancer-fighting nuclear medicine finding home in central Indiana
The Arkansas Master Gardeners program, part of the University of Arkansas System Division of Agriculture, continues to be the state’s largest horticulture volunteer and education organization.
Master Gardeners offer online training
Officials at the CSML said they selected the schools from Fort Kochi (wards 1 to 5), West Kochi (wards 1 to 5) and Ernakulam city (wards 62, 67 and 68).
Kochi’s govt schools to go smart ahead of reopening
When John DiVincenzo, BGS ’88, sought to honor the memory of his late wife, Lisa Donovan, BSHEC ’89, MSHCS ’93, he knew exactly how to do it: through a gift to OHIO's Child Development Center.
A legacy of imagination and creativity: Alumna honored through new Child Development Center playground
A total of 118 youngsters who were confined to the Balearic Island have been taken by ferry to the mainland. At least 14 of them tested positive upon arrival ...
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